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the relationship isn't really why the movie's
about though. it's a love story and it's a
romantic comedy with the usual
misunderstandings and misunderstandings and
misunderstandings. it's just that each of the two
stars, black and paltrow, do the thing they do
best. paltrow's character always has this goofy
thing like she's seen so much stuff that all she
does is sit there and drool. and he has to keep
trying to get her to smile. so, it's a bit of a
jumble to look at. but what's most important is
that you should like the farrelly brothers and
you should like paltrow. she's a good actress.
not quite at the top, but she's funny and quirky
and adorable. and you should love robbins
because he's very, very funny and very sexy
and because he's totally, totally right about
everything. when you are looking at a romance
film in which the real attraction is based on
looks, you should not be getting a message
from any of the characters. it's an extremely
weak point of the film, and the major
shortcomings are threefold: (1) a terrible
screenplay, (2) action outside of the
relationships which lacks energy, and (3) a poor
ending. the fourth time around, the farrelly
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brothers made the bold and seemingly risky
choice of casting will smith as a shallow,
television-addicted, 50-year-old guy who,
through hypnosis, falls in love with a 30-year-old
woman who can only be described as smokin'.
that they clearly knew they were getting the
man, and would definitely follow through on the
idea, is the first sign of hope. the fact that the
relationship is based on looks, and not at all on
any kind of chemistry is sadly typical of their
recent material.
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the movie is so good that you'll find yourself
thinking something like this: "wow, the

filmmakers are really trying to get across
something important." it works, which is the
biggest compliment one can pay to a movie.

easy riders & raging bulls is the eagerly awaited
new movie by peter farrelly and bobby farrelly,
the comedic-minded brothers who used to be

best friends with scorsese and dicaprio. that was
more than three decades ago, when scorsese

and dicaprio were struggling. but now that
farrelly has moved up to the stars of the show,
the critics are lining up to offer him their fealty.

and so, what with that and this, one may be
forgiven for thinking that he is experiencing the
full big apple in the big easy. indeed, it would be
a mistake. this is one puppy you'll probably like
to leave at home. jack black as a self-involved

iconoclast is a sight to be sure. my favorite
moment comes when he goes to a self-help

seminar and is mesmerized by the charismatic
guru.all this is a very silly conceit. the movie

just goes for it, and black milks it with relish and
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makes it entertaining. but, at its heart, this is a
movie about the sweetness of two individuals
who are deeply attracted to each other. one of

them has a secret; the other is smart, charming,
and, oddly, he is attracted to the other person's

secret. both characters are attractive. it's a
good movie. if you're going to watch it, you'd
better be there. one of my favorites. it's about

the idea that we are all hypnotized to see
beauty in a certain way. i think part of it's

because of people's weak sides as well as our
strong sides. black is always there for robbins, it

seems. black never gives up on robbins.
5ec8ef588b
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